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Picture BooksPicture Books

Apolline
By D. Dufresne & A. Modéré
In each title, toddlers will follow a little girl and her beloved 
cuddly toy in everyday situations. A best-selling series to help 
them cope with everyday life and understand their emotions.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 19.5 x 18 cm / €7.00
From 2 onwards
8 available titles

Louis & Aimee
By F. Givelet & by.bm
A sweet series of picture books about living 
together, whatever our differences, through the 
friendship of a little girl with an extra-ordinary 
boy. A positive way to talk about disability with 
little ones.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 19.5 x 26 cm / €12.50
From 3 onwards
2 available titles

I Want the Tablet!

Tom
By M.-A. Bawin & E. de Lambilly
The cute hero accompanies young 
readers in the meaningful events  
of their lives: having nightmares,  
learning new things…

Hardcover / 32 pp / 19.5 x 18 cm / €7.00
From 3 onwards
20 available titles

I Ride My Bike! I Was Scolded

At the School of Life An Extraordinary  
Encounter

NEW 
EDITION

We Sort Our Waste 

NEW

I Am Tidying My Bedroom I Am Cooking 

On the Potty I Am Bored

Daddy’s Expecting Baby    
By F. Loew & Barroux
Knock, knock. It’s me, your Daddy! You’re 
here, so small in the sweet cosy nest of 
your mother’s tummy. Do you hear me, 
Baby? A very tender and beautiful picture 
book telling about expecting a baby from 
the father’s point of view.

Hardcover / 64 pp / 22 x 22 cm / €14.50
From 3 onwards

In the Sea, There Are… 
By P. Grosz & R. Saillard
A poetic story to discover the beauty 
of the sea, its inhabitants and hidden 
treasures thanks to Rémi Saillard’s 
colorful illustrations. Through this 
amazing journey, the child will also 
discover how we damage our oceans.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 25 x 33.5 cm / €16.50
From 4 onwards

Around the World
A beautiful series of picture books discovering children’s 
lives around the world. Talking about their everyday 
lives, each story is also a way to be immersed in a new 
imaginary world, inspired by each culture.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 19.5 x 24 cm / €9.50
From 4 onwards
4 available titles

NEWNEW

Messaoud 
D. Dufresne  
& B. Pilorget

NEW

NEW

Mai-Anh 
D. Dufresne  
& S. Desmazières

Sadiatou 
D. Dufresne  
& K. Maincent

Yegor 
D. Dufresne  
& P. Kalioujny

NEW

NEW

Mister Dog
By S. Vidal & L. Simon
Today, Mr. Dog has a very important 
appointment... with Love. But on 
his way, dressed in his most elegant 
costume, holding a big bouquet  
of violets, he will discover a broken 
toy. A sweet story about happiness,  
love and generosity.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22 x 27.6 cm / €13.50
From 4 onwards

Les passants — rien ne leur échappe — lui sourient,  
agitent des plumes d’autruche sur son passage.

Sauf ceux qui se moquent dans son dos de son bouquet de violettes.

Monsieur Chien s’en fiche comme de son trou de chaussette :
 il a rendez-vous avec la plus coquette des coquettes,

 à minuit pile.
C’est vrai qu’il est gros son bouquet, 

à Monsieur Chien…

We Made a Wish
By S. Vidal & C. Monnet
Two children make the wish to be grown-
ups, but nothing goes as planned: they 
become giants! Following their wishes 
they are growing, shrinking or switching 
from one universe to the other... And 
if being children was finally more than 
enough? A touching story of friendship, 
full of tenderness,  
in a dreamlike world.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 34 cm / €14.50
From 3 onwards

NEW

The Washtub 
By A. Modéré & A. Videlo
In the heat of summer, an adorable otter 
has only one desire: to bathe in fresh 
water. He then has to fill the washtub 
by making several round trips with the 
watering can... but he is not the only one 
to covet it! A picture book sparkling with 
mischievousness and humor! 

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22.4 x 27.6 cm / €14.50
From 3 onwardsTemporary cover

NEW

Quelle chaleur !
— Va donc faire une sieste à l’ombre !  
dit maman à Petitou.
— Oh non, répond Petitou, je préfèrerais me baigner !  
Est-ce que je peux remplir la bassine ?
— Bien sûr, mon Petitou ! Mais il va falloir aller chercher l’eau, 
dit maman en montrant l’arrosoir.
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My DIY Afternoon 
8 simple workshops per title to cook or create decorative items with simple material, and master various techniques, thanks to step-by-step 
photos for thousands of creative ideas. 

Hardcover / 64 pp / 16.5 x 24 cm / €11.95
From 5 to 8
14 available titles

Big Bang Boy
By C. Lewalle & B. Perroud
A series of comic strip around the character of Big Bang Boy,  
a young kid passionate about space, living funny adventures.  
To be ready to go to space anytime, he always wears  
his cosmonaut’s outfits! Each title includes 5 short stories.

Softcover with flaps / 80 pp / 15 x 21 cm / €9.95
From 6 onwards
2 available titles

To Infinity and… Oh, Boy!Destination… Moon!

Activities
Picture Books

Life in Neon Green 
By C. Pierré & G. Freluche
Nothing has been the same since 
the opening of a new recycling plant 
“D-Stroy Everything”. A mysterious 
green smoke, weird green drinks, five-
legged animals… is this plant as green 
as pretended? Three young friends will 
have to solve this mystery…

Hardcover / 64 pp / 21.2 x 27.5 cm / €14.50
From 6 onwards

To the Edge of the World, 
Without Falling 
By B. Fontanel & P. Kalioujny
Not so easy to ride a bike without 
training wheels… Well Suzanne is not 
afraid, she falls a lot, but nothing will 
stop her, she likes so much to ride 
in the wind and feels free! When she 
grows up, she will make a huge trip to 
discover the beauty of the world...

Hardcover / 64 pp / 18 x 24.5 cm / €13.50
From 5 onwards

The Crazy Herbarium -  
Looking for the Color-Eater Fly! 
By R. Bee
A strange color-eater fly is sucking up all  
the colors from the beautiful dried flowers 
of the herbarium! Will the readers be able 
to preserve the amazing and unique flowers 
from their collection?

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22 x 30 cm / €14.50
From 6 onwards

My Holiday Diary  
through the Seasons
By N. Lescaille-Moulène & M. Bretin
A notebook including lots of activities: 
writing, tests, drawing, collage, DIY, 
stickers. A great travel companion 
for children to remember their 
adventures and discoveries.

Softcover / 96 pp / 16 x 22 cm / €12.50
From 7 onwards

The Nature Craft Workshop 
Hélo-Ita 

The Seeds and Seedlings 
Workshop 
S. Willauer

The Shadow and Light  
Workshop 
F. Chetcuti 

The Cardboard Workshop
F. Chetcuti 

NEW NEW

NEW

Ready to Play! 
By L. Righini-Fleur
7 classic games (memory game, 
dominoes, mix & match, tangram…), 
revamped by Leo Righini-Fleur’s 
lively style, with pre-cut pieces to 
be easily popped out, together with 
7 envelopes to keep them afterwards. 
The ideal book for family trips!

Softcover / 64 pp / 22 x 28 cm / €16.95
From 4 onwards

My Super DIY Afternoons 
21 original projects explained in 
step-by-step and followed by ideas 
of variations to develop the child’s 
creativity. Only simple material is 
needed to realize those creative 
activities (printing, wool, modelling, 
upcycling, paper…).

Hardcover / 144 pp / 19.7 x 28.8 cm / 
€19.50
From 5 to 8

Temporary cover

Temporary cover

In The Farm 
By D. Ehrhard & A.-F. Lemasson
A beautiful book with 7 double-pages 
in pop-up to discover the farm animals. 
The children count 1 rooster, 2 horses 
up to 10 young chicks, and the final 
double-page gathers all the animals 
and the farmers!

Hardcover / 14 pp / 21.2 x 29.2 cm / €24.50
From 3 onwards

NEW

The Young Artist’s  
Workshop
By C. Pénicaud
An inspiring guide to drawing 
and painting thanks to varied 
techniques (colored inks, oil, 
pastel, charcoal, drawing gum, 
acrylic, gouache...), including 
the bases, observation 
exercises and creative 
step-by-step workshops to 
experiment, create  
and have fun with arts!

Softcover / 96 pp / 22 x 22 cm / 
€14.95
From 6 onwards

NEW

Temporary cover

1, 2, 3… Snacks! 
By C. Evans
After school, Lily is going home and crosses one fox, 
two ducks, three bears… up to 10 penguins,  
asking for tasty snacks. The kid will count, 
remember each snack and find out all the animals 
on the last double-page, highlighting Christopher 
Evans’ unique style.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 27 x 23.5 cm / €14.50
From 3 onwards

NEW
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Illustrated Non-Fiction

My First Atlas with Stories 
By M. Charlier & P. Morize
7 maps along with 6 stories and 
anecdotes told by children from all 
over the world about their everyday 
lives. An original way for children to 
discover countries and continents as 
open windows to the world.

Hardcover + one poster with stickers /  
48 pp / 22 x 26 cm / €14.95
From 4 to 6

My First Atlas of Animals 
By S. Bézuel & A. Combes
A beautiful journey across the 5 
continents to discover 80 animals, 
exploring each habitat, highlighting 
the most iconic ones, whether they 
are famous, strange, ferocious, cute or 
funny. An educational and fascinating 
exploration for the little ones. 

Hardcover + three posters with stickers / 
48 pp / 22 x 26 cm / €14.95
From 4 to 6

Mythology Battle
By M. Turminel & N. Galkowski
An original game to discover 
all the main characters of 
mythology, through their traits, 
weaknesses and strengths that 
will have to be combined to 
win. More information about 
each character are given in the 
included book.

Box / 48 pp + 60 cards / 23 x 23 cm /  
€14.95
From 7 onwards

New 
series

New 
series

Who? What? How?
By C. Gaston, C. Camara & V. Denys
A playful introduction to science with, on each richly illustrated 
double-page, fascinating information and funny facts, as well 
as logical and observation games to test children’s knowledge.

Hardcover / 48 pp / 16 x 22 cm / €9.95
From 6 onwards
2 available titles

Educational Comic Books
By P. Oertel & C. Souza
An entertaining series of non-fiction titles with an original 
angle: comics and humor. Each title presents a subject 
that children love and explore it through two curious 
characters for a fun and enriching reading experience.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 19.5 x 26.5 cm / €9.95
From 7 onwards
2 available titles

Super Dinosaurs & Other  
Extinct Species 

Super AnimalsSuper Inventions  
& Discoveries

NEW
Super Funny But True!
By Halfbob
Do you know that the weasel “dances” to hypnotize 
its preys? That the Majungasaurus replaced all its 
teeth every two months? A funny non-fiction series 
full of serious information illustrated by Halfbob’s 
hilarious drawings. Each book includes over 
65 amazing fun facts on a specific subject. 

Hardcover / 120 pp / 17 x 17 cm / €10.00
From 7 onwards
3 available titles

The Cockroach’s 
Birthday (Additions & 
Subtractions)

Hide & Seek with Dogs 
(English)

Educative Playing Cards
By T. Voinchet
Educational games proving that playing help children enrich 
learning. Each case includes an 8-page leaflet with 3 rules  
to play funny cards games, with a progressive level of difficulty.

Case / 56 to 70 cards / 8.7 x 12.5 cm / €7.95
From 5 onwards
4 available titles

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

Temporary cover

Temporary cover Temporary cover

The Skeleton…  
How Does It Work?

Discover the Dinosaurs 
in Comic Strip

Discover the Space  
in Comic Strip

NEW

Temporary cover

Hands, Claws…  
What’s the Use?

Illustrated Non-Fiction

Why Do We Have  
Armpit Hair? 
C. Gaston & C. Camara 

The Social Networks
E. Trédez

All Different But All 
Equal? 
J. Magana

What is the Weight  
of a Cloud?
M.-J. Guillet

Horses from A to Z 
E. Grundmann & A.-L. Nalin

Dinosaurs from A to Z 
C. Souillat & J. Le Loeuff

From A To Z
All-comprehensive reference books on children’s passions, 
lavishly illustrated.

Hardcover / 368 pp / 24 x 14 cm / €14.95
From 7 onwards

Little & Big Questions
20 to 30 questions every child might ask, with all-comprehensive  
yet accessible answers written by specialists.

Hardcover / 48 pp / 16 x 22 cm / €9.50
From 8 to 10
17 available titles

NEW
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Illustrated Non-Fiction Illustrated Non-Fiction

Portraits
12 exceptional historical figures presented through  
an illustrated story and information on their lives, in between 
fiction and non-fiction. 

Hardcover / 96 pp / 17 x 23.7 cm / €12.95 
From 8 onwards
4 available titles

12 Amazing Children 
L. Bouyssou & J. Springer

12 Human Rights Activists
L. Bouyssou & X. Bouma

The Non-Fiction Gamebooks 
Unique reference books offering readers the chance to 
experience incredible historical and scientific adventures!  
The progress of the reading depends on the choices made  
by the readers, which lead them to discover historical or 
scientific facts, as one of the characters from the stories. 

Softcover / 128 pp / 15 x 21 cm / €9.95 
From 9 onwards
12 available titles

Dinosaurs Mission
S. Blitman

Prehistory Mission 
E. Kecir-Lepetit

Pyramids Mission
E. Kecir-Lepetit

Amazonia Mission  
S. Blitman

Educational Graphic Novels 
Reference books, between a sketch book and a graphic novel, 
for kids to learn more about a subject and feel like they are part 
of history. An in-depth discovery of history and science!

Hardcover / 80 pp / 16.5 x 21.5 cm / €11.95
From 9 onwards
3 available titles

Communication, from Caves  
to the Internet 
S. Baussier & N. Haverland

Magellan, the First World  
Tour in 1 080 Days 
B. Coppin, A. Rivalan 
& J. Odone

NEW Brains Underwater
By E. Grundmann & C. Tisserand
A fascinating presentation of life  
underwater, with realistic illustrations, 
to discover the unbelievable 
adaptability of animals, their ability 
to communicate and pass on their 
knowledge, and other evidence  
of their remarkable intelligence.

Softcover / 96 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €12.95
From 9 onwards

Animals
By C. Evans
A beautiful book by Christopher Evans, 
who especially made 14 amazing and 
detailed drawings of animals, symbols 
of their regions. Each illustration 
comes with a short description  
and information.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 27 x 37.5 cm / €18.50
From 7 onwards

Poop
By E. Grundmann  
& G. Lombardo
An original approach of animals 
through their poo: forms, 
usefulness, species, fun facts… 
With two big flaps and two  
die-cut pages, this amusing book 
gives serious knowledge  
on one of the most useful thing 
on Earth, often underestimated!

Hardcover / 32 pp / 25.7 x 32.6 cm /  
€14.95
From 7 onwards

What is Permaculture? 
By M. Paris & M. Tigréat
Beautifully illustrated, this reference 
book makes children aware of the 
beauty of nature and the need to 
protect it through an introduction to the 
principles of permaculture: observation, 
understanding and practicing thanks to 
simple activities.

Hardcover / 48 pp / 22 x 29 cm / €14.95
From 6 onwards

One-To-One 
By B. Cornabas & A. Corbineau
An illustrated reference book drawing 
parallels between 20 historical and 
contemporary figures who changed 
the world with their ideas, discoveries, 
actions and inventions, from Leonardo 
Da Vinci to modern-day personalities 
like Emma Watson and Steve Jobs.  
An innovative book to learn differently 
about history.

Hardcover / 48 pp with 20 flaps /  
22 x 30 cm / €19.95
From 10 onwards

NEW NEW

NEW

What is Biodiversity? 
By M. Paris & M. Tigréat
Humans, animals, insects, 
microorganisms, trees, flowers... 
everyone has a place and a role to 
play. Through this guide, the author 
smoothly sensitizes children to ecology 
by encouraging them to observe, 
understand and protect biodiversity.

Hardcover / 48 pp / 22 x 29 cm / €14.95
From 6 onwards

NEW
My Nature Guide
Little guides to discover and protect nature, with beautiful 
hand-drawn illustrations by Maud Bihan.

Softcover with flaps / 96 pp / 16 x 22 cm / €13.50
From 7 onwards
7 available titles
Upcoming in June: The Kids’ Mushrooms Guide, The Kids’ Volcanoes 
Guide and The Kids’ Fossils Guide

The Kids’ Wild Mammals Poops  
and Footprints Guide
X. Japiot

The Kids’ Bugs Guide
X. Japiot

NEW

Strong as A Lion 
By S. Blitman & C. Samarcq
20 fascinating animals (lion, 
bee, wolf, dove…) presented as 
they are known in the collective 
imagination, to separate fact and 
fiction, and understand where 
their specific traits come from 
(wily as a fox, dove of peace…). 
As a bonus, 3 fictional animals 
(unicorn, basilisk and phoenix) 
are presented in the inserts 
included in the book. 

Hardcover / 40 pp + 3 inserts /  
24 x 32 cm / €16.00
From 8 onwards

Discover Japan and Korea!
By Nunaya
The ideal gift for all the kids who are 
passionate about K-Pop, mangas 
and cosplay, willing to learn more 
about Japanese and Korean cultures. 
Information on the daily life, pop 
culture, cooking with little quizzes and 
DIY to explore their traditions.

Softcover with flaps / 128 pp / 17 x 22 cm /  
€12.95
From 10 onwards
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Nature

Water Saving Challenges
K. Balzeau & L. Audouin

Biodiversity Challenges
H. Soubelet-Juillie  
& L. Méhée

Energy Saving Challenges
K. Balzeau & L. Audouin

Zero-Waste Challenges
K. Balzeau & L. Audouin

The Book of Spells
By A.-S. Schlick
An enchanting book of spells to discover 
the wizardry world (potions, magic wand, 
miraculous plants, legendary animals…) 
with original activities, games and recipes!

Hardcover with foam / 80 pp / 22.5 x 30 cm / 
€17.95
From 9 onwards

I Save the Insects 
F. Lasserre & M. Denturck

No Plastics, No Waste!
La Water Family & N. Trève

52 Missions for  
a Plastic-Free Year
By S. Frys
52 missions throughout the year to stop  
using plastics at school, during leisure time, 
in the bathroom, in the kitchen,  
during special events. The missions come 
with information on the consequences  
of plastics on the environment,  
to understand what is at stake. 

Softcover with flaps / 128 pp / 17 x 22 cm / 
€12.95
From 9 onwards

The Green Guide for Children
By A. Grolleau & R. Taszek
A purposeful guide, full of information 
and ideas to make ecology accessible 
and positive to children. Adapted to their 
everyday lives, the activities can be done 
anytime to protect the environment (at 
school, in the street, at home, in the garden, 
during holidays…). 

Softcover with flaps / 80 pp / 17 x 22 cm / 
€11.50
From 7 onwards

I Save the Climate 
D. Castagné & M. Denturck

Climate, Let’s Save the Planet! 
V. Rondreux & A. Carric

The Apprentice Druid Handbook
By F. Laporte
An original book to encourage children to 
better know and protect nature through 
the druidic tradition: power of trees 
and animals, medicinal plants, outdoor 
meditation… Thanks to funny illustrated 
activities, the children will become real 
little druids! 

Softcover / 80 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €11.50
From 7 onwards

The Apprentice Witch Handbook
By J. Vieille
A great introduction to the mysterious and 
powerful world of witches through various 
activities: making a witch’s herbarium, 
imagining magical potions and rituals, 
discovering the power of nature (Moon 
cycles, astrology, crystal healing…).

Softcover / 80 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €11.50
From 7 onwards

Let’s Read Nature’s Signs
A. Cambe & L. Koeisch

NEW

The Herbarium of Little Wizards
By P. Beaupère & A. Filella
Which plant can help witches to fly, to scare 
away vampires or to dream of a secret love?  
A herbarium gathering 25 plants with 
incredible virtues, how to recognize them 
thanks to botanical illustrations and how to 
press them directly in the book. A charming 
gift book!

Hardcover, wire-o / 64 pp / 20 x 26 cm / €14.95
From 6 onwards

NEW

10 Missions for My Earth… 
Fully illustrated guides with 10 simple and playful actions (make  
a birdhouse, recognize the species…) to protect the environment  
and preserve biodiversity.

Softcover with flaps / 64 pp / 12 x 18 cm / €7.95
From 7 onwards
4 available titles

The Green Apprentice Handbook
Ecological books mixing knowledge and information together with 
activities, for kids to understand the challenges of today’s world and 
to be part of its protection. An accessible series on current hot topics.

Softcover / 96 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €12.95
From 8 onwards
4 available titles

Camping, What an Adventure!
R. Vollot & S. Bourget

NEW

Activities 

I Play with Water
By T. Voutyrakis
24 fun activities and educational 
experiences to play with water while 
respecting the environment.

Softcover with flaps / 64 pp / 18 x 22 cm /  
€8.95
From 6 onwards

NEW 
EDITION

Discovering the Seaside
By C. Maerten
Outdoor activities to discover the fauna, 
flora and elements of the seaside. What 
are grains of sand made of? To which 
shells buried in the sand do these prints 
on the beach belong? As a perfect 
explorer, the child will learn more about 
nature and the right things to do to 
protect it.

Softcover / 80 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €11.50
From 7 onwards

NEW

Growing My Pits and Seeds,  
It’s Magic!
By Céline – I Do It Myself
An accessible gardening book 
for children, offering tips to grow 
12 beautiful plants from pits and 
seeds (avocado, lemon, mango, 
apple...) thanks to step-by-step 
photos. A simple activity to learn  
more about the cycle of plants  
and reduce waste!

Softcover / 64 pp / 20.5 x 20.5 cm / €8.95
From 7 onwards

NEW

New 
seriesThe Apprentice Adventurer 

Handbook
Educational and illustrated handbooks to learn how to be 
prepared for outdoor adventures while respecting  
the environment. A must-have for all young adventurers!

Softcover / 96 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €12.95
From 8 to 12
2 available title

NEW

Challenges
32 challenges and activities for children to enjoy a greener lifestyle and be part of the environment protection in their everyday lives.

Softcover with flaps / 80 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €11.50
From 8 onwards
4 available titles

Temporary cover
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GamesGames

Playing Cards
Traditional games with an original twist or new 
ones, offering children endless hours of fun!

Case / 56 to 70 cards / 8.7 x 12.5 cm / €7.95
From 3 onwards
16 available titles

My Treasure Hunt
By Jiluk
Kits to organize exciting treasure hunts! Four players become adventurers 
and will have to decipher coded clues, go in search of hidden elements 
that will allow them to build a mysterious object in paper, and finally 
unravel its secret to discover the location of the coveted treasure!

Pouch / 6 sheets / 18 x 24 cm / €6.95 
From 7 onwards
3 available titles

Escape Game Nature
By T. Jacquet & D. Catala
Thrilling and educative escape games designed to get 
children know more about nature and ecology!

Softcover / 64 pp / 21 x 21 cm / €9.95
From 7 onwards
6 available titles

Head To Head Games
By L. Arnaudie
Timeless family games revamped by colorful illustrations.  
Two-player guessing games with 40 grids and a smart production 
as an easel book for thrilling face-to-face games and endless fun!

Easel-book / 80 pp / 16 x 21 cm / €9.95
From 6 onwards
6 available titles

Role Play for Children
By D. Hamon & A. Boutle
The first series of role playing really adapted to children! They will 
be able to organize 30-minute to 1-hour games, for 3 to 6 players. 
Each book includes the basic rules, 4 scenarios, 12 characters 
boards, 64 pieces and 2 objects of quest.

Hardcover / 48 pages / 21 x 26 cm / €10.00
From 9 onwards
4 available titles

My First Escape Game
By R. Prieur & M. Vives
Escape game adventures adapted to the youngest kids,  
with lots of illustrations and accessible logical games.

Hardcover / 48 pp / 23.5 x 26 cm / €8.95
From 7 onwards
4 available titles
Upcoming in June: Save the Superheroes of Megacity and Free the Unicorn 
from the Evil Witch

Escape Games for Kids
By R. Prieur & M. Vives
The reader plays the role of a time traveler sent on different 
missions. In each book, children have 45 minutes to solve  
the logical games and find the solution to each enigma. 

Hardcover or wire-stitched / 48 pp / 21 x 29 cm / €7.95 to €8.95
9 available titles

Sea Escape Game
Thrilling adventures where the readers are taken into the 
fascinating worlds of great sea trips and pirates, where they will 
have to solve enigmas, logical games, and puzzles,  
and pay attention to details, with the help of the clues notebook  
at the end of each title. 

Softcover / 80 to 96 + 32 pp / 21 x 21 cm / €12.95
From 9 onwards
4 available titles

Who Is Who? – Dinosaurs
Rebellion in the Galaxy

Escape from Candyland

Prisoners of the Video 
Game

The Odyssey 
N. Masson, Y. Caudal  
& J. Léon

Battleship – Pirates Duel
The Kingdom of Dragons

Save the Animals  
from the Zoo!

1, 2, 3… Crow!
T. Voinchet & A. Tkach

The Mysterious Totem 

The Pharaoh’s Cat

The Witch’s Hut 

Defend the Earth

The Pirates’ Map

The Witch Apprentice Save the Planet! 

The Galloping Horses
T. Voinchet  
& E. Della-Malva

Who Is Who? – Unicorns 
Beyond Shadows

Go on a Mission  
with Your Toys

Pizza Operation

Shipwrecked on the Wild 
Island 
By E. Nieudan & J. Léon 

Treasure Hunt
Into the School of Magic

Escape from  
Alice’s Wonderland!

New 
series

New 
series

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

Temporary cover

Temporary cover
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ActivitiesActivities

Space Messages

Superheroes Messages

Unicorns Messages

Cats Messages

My Little Messages
40 cute pages for children to write messages  
to their friends and be sure that the entrusted 
secrets will be well kept thanks to pages of stickers 
to close each message.

Softcover / 80 pp (40 sheets) + 2 sticker sheets /  
14.3 x 14.3 cm / €6.90
From 6 onwards
4 available titles

Cards to Paint
Clever sets including 15 cards to detach and paint 
using a brush and six shades water-based paints 
included on a palette. An easy creative activity!

Pad / 15 pp / 22 x 19 cm / €7.95
From 5 onwards
2 available titles

Animals
M. Fleury

Unicorns
C. Dérodit

NEW NEWNew 
series

Kawaii Characters
M. Jezewski

A World of Unicorns
M. Cazaux

Christmas
M. Cazaux

Creative Bookmarks
Great sets including 20 illustrated bookmarks ready  
to be painted, a pull-out palette with 6 ranges  
of water painting for each bookmark,  
and a paintbrush. 

Pad / 20 bookmarks / 8 x 19 cm / €6.95
From 5 onwards
6 available titles

NEW NEW

Lovely Colorings
By S. Aubry
Cute coloring books with a heart shape, with 46 original illustrations, 
stickers and a glitter pen to add some effects to the colorings. 

Softcover, wire-o / 92 pp + 4 sticker sheets / 17 x 17 cm / €6.99
From 4 onwards
6 available titles

Lovely Baby Animals  
Colorings

Lovely Fantasy World 
Colorings

Lovely World Dolls  
Colorings

Lovely Unicorns  
Colorings

NEW NEW

Magical Painting Workshop
By J. Ollivaud
An amazing introduction to painting with 5 black-and-white pictures: 
thanks to the included brush, the child brushes water over the picture 
and sees colors appear. It’s like magic!

Pouch / 18 x 24 cm / 5 pictures / €6.95
From 5 onwards
4 available titles

Little Fairies

Dinosaurs

Unicorns

Cats

My First Origami Set
By T. Gotani
10 models clearly explained in step-by-step illustrations, together with 
50 great double-sided sheets of paper.

Softcover /16 pp +50 pp / 21 x 21 cm / €9.95
From 6 onwards
4 available titles

Animals in OrigamiFlowers in Origami

My Super Shiny Masks
8 beautiful masks together with little accessories, with shiny parts 
already printed and blank spaces to be colored. Funny, simple and 
accessible to the youngest: the ideal activity for a birthday party!

Softcover / 24 pp / 21 x 22 cm / €6.50
From 3 to 6
4 available titles

Too Funny Animals
Mr. Dupont

Princesses
C. Derodit

Too Cute Animals
S. Rohrbach

Super Heroes
Studio Tomso

500 Mini Origami Pad
A clever series including instructions in illustrated step-by-step 
and more than 250 double-sided papers (10x10cm) to create 
beautiful, colorful and inspired mini origami.

Softcover / 520 pp / 10 x 10 cm / €7.99
From 6 onwards
5 available titles

500 Mini Neon Origami

NEW 
EDITION

500 Mini Cute Origami

NEW 
EDITION
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DrawingActivities

My Giant Kawaii 
Coloring Book
By M. Jezewski
60 cute colorings, on a thick  
drawing paper, for all kawaii 
addicts to color funny 
sceneries with colored 
pencils, felt pens or ink! 

Softcover / 64 pp /  
29.7 x 29.7 cm / €12.95
From 6 onwards

365 Unicorns Drawings
C. Derodit

365 Kawaii Drawings
M. Jezewski 

Best-
seller

365 Drawings For The Whole Year
365 cute and varied drawings detailed in step by step, for endless 
inspiration during the whole year!

Hardcover / 368 pp / 24 x 14 cm / €14.95
From 8 onwards
4 available titles

I Draw 
Endless sources of inspiration for drawing lovers  
with 80 step-by-step models to reproduce.

Softcover with flaps / 80 pp / 23 x 23 cm / €10.00
From 8 onwards
9 available titles

Dragons Drawing 
D. Cauquetoux

Lovely Lettering 
S. Monnier

NEW

300 Step-By-Step Drawings
By L. Herzog
Starting from simple shapes, our best-selling author Lise Herzog 
presents in each title 300 varied models, and some can be drawn 
directly in the book with the included drawing pencil. 

Softcover / 448 pp / 15 x 20 cm / €14.95
From 8 onwards
2 available titles

NEW

Easy Manga Drawing  
for Kids

Easy Drawing for Kids

Workshops for Kids
20 accessible workshops per title, presented in 4 easy  
and nicely illustrated steps for successful creations!

Softcover / 48 pp / 15 x 21 cm / €8.95
From 6 onwards
2 available titles

My First Shampoos,  
Soaps & Co.
C. Lagrange

Scrumptious Desserts
K. Youngblood

NEW NEW

Temporary cover Temporary cover

New 
series

50 Screen-Free Activities
No need of a console, a smartphone or a computer to have fun!  
Each title, fully illustrated by Clémence Lallemand and 
Sandrine Monnier, includes 50 ideas of fun activities, DIY and 
games, with simple equipment, to never get bored!

Softcover with flaps / 56 pp / 14 x 20 cm / €5.95
From 6 onwards
4 available titles

New 
series

Games and Experiments
Lucky Sophie

Decorations and Accessories
Lucky Sophie

To Be Zen
V. Anderson

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Outdoor 
M.-L. Mangili Douce

My First Manga Drawing Book
By Flohgna & S. Doyle
The basics of manga in step-by-step drawings, adapted to  
the youngest ones. 11 varied models (warrior, vampire, detective, 
pirate, princess, singer, mermaid…), simple to draw and color.

Softcover / 64 pp / 17 x 24 cm / €6.95
From 6 onwards
4 available titles

Kawaii Animals Chibi Universe

NEW NEW

My Fashion Drawings
By C. Derodit
The perfect book for budding stylist: 
bases to draw a human silhouette,  
as well as step-by-step models  
to easily draw party wear clothes  
and accessories, work on facial details, 
hairstyles...

Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / €5.99
From 8 onwards

NEW

I Draw Like a Mangaka
By V. H. Ta  
A comprehensive introduction  
to manga drawing with all the technical 
bases and more than 25 models 
explained in step-by-step up to the final 
colorization. 

Hardcover / 128 pp / 22.5 x 31 cm / €17.95
From 8 onwards

Creating My First Comic Book
By G. Blondin
An all-comprehensive guide to comic book drawing,  
to discover all the secrets of the creative process.  
Through illustrated examples and step-by-step instructions, 
the author covers the choice of story, creation of characters 
(drawing, expressions and attitudes), texts, setting  
the scene, coloring...

Hardcover / 80 pp / 22 x 29 cm / €12.95
From 8 onwards

Qu’est-ce qu’une o-no-ma-to-pée ? Si ça te semble compliqué, 
rassure-toi, c’est très simple ! Il s’agit d’un mot inventé pour imiter 
un son, un bruit. 

Les onomatopées

OPONATO OMONAPOT O-NO-T ONOMAPOTÉES

BON !
TU L’AS

COMPRIS. ICI
ON VA PARLER 
BRUITAGES.

Tu vas t’en servir pour imiter le bruit d’un objet qui se casse, 
d’une porte qui claque, de quelque chose qui explose ou qui 
tombe dans l’eau…

Au lieu d’écrire, par exemple : « Le téléphone sonne » dans 
ta BD, il su�it d’écrire « Dring » à côté du téléphone ! C’est 
plus e�icace et ça crée une ambiance. 

LE TÉLÉPHONE
SONNE. 

Tu connais sûrement déjà plein d’onomatopées comme : 
Vroum ! (moteur de voiture qui accélère), Plouf ! (objet qui 
tombe dans l’eau), Krkrkr ! (éclair d’orage), Vlan ! (porte qui 
claque), Bang ! ou Pan ! (coup de feu), Boum ! (explosion), etc.

O-NO-T ONOMAPOTÉES

Qu’est-ce qu’une o-no-ma-to-pée ? Si ça te semble compliqué, 
rassure-toi, c’est très simple ! Il s’agit d’un mot inventé pour imiter 
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Quand on parle de sons, de bruits, on parle forcément de 
volume. Le bruit sera-t-il fort, léger ou bien aigu ? Pour le 
signifier en BD, on joue avec la taille des lettres. Plus le bruit 
sera fort, plus tes lettres seront grandes. Tu vas voir, 
ça change tout !

Les onomatopées sont des éléments graphiques à part 
entière. Tu peux même t’amuser à dessiner la forme de tes 
lettres en rapport avec ce qu’elles veulent dire. Ça rendra 
ton bruit encore plus convaincant. Tu trouveras d’autres 
exemples au début et à la fin du livre.

DANS UNE BD, MÊME SI
LES BRUITAGES NE SONT 

PAS OBLIGATOIRES, 
ILS VIENNENT RENFORCER 

LES EFFETS QUE TU PLACES 
DANS TES CASES.

ÇA REND TON RÉCIT 
PLUS VIVANT, COMME 
LE SON AU CINÉMA ! 
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NEW

Best-selling
seriesI Can Draw

By P. Legendre
The basics of drawing in a few strokes. A simple, 
straightforward, and fun best-selling drawing method.

Hardcover / 32 to 96 pp / 21 x 23 cm / €5.99 to €12.00
From 5 onwards
38 available titles in the original series 
9 available off-series titles

Fantasy Characters Transports

NEW
NEW 

EDITION

Temporary cover
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Religious Books

MAMEMAME

Religious Books

The Beautiful Encoun-
ters of Jesus 
M. Brunelet

The Great Heroes of  
the Bible
H. Zang

The Life of Mary
A. Avril

NEWNEWNEW
My Bible Stickers
A playful way to discover the Bible  
and the Gospels, through short stories  
to complete with 4 pages of repositionable 
stickers. Ideal to keep the little ones  
busy during Mass!

Wire-stitched / 8 pp / 16.5 x 18.5 cm / €4.50
3 available titles
From 3 onwards

150 Activities  
to Be Good at Mass 
By M.-V. Huet, F. Thouret  
& E. Della-Malva
An activity book (including drawing, 
spot the differences, labyrinths…)  
to encourage kids to stay quiet at Mass 
with no need for specific material. 

Softcover / 152 pp / 19 x 24 cm / €12.90
From 3 to 6

Holy Mysteries
By S. de Mullenheim, Solenne & Thomas
12 investigations on extraordinary facts 
(the shroud of Turin, the miracle of the 
sun in Fatima, the Holy Fire…) as a first 
introduction to God’s miracles around  
the world.

Hardcover / 80 pp / 23 x 27 cm / €16.90
From 8 onwards

A Saint, A Story
A series on the lives of Saints and important Christians  
who achieved great things for humanity.

Softcover with flaps / 40 pp / 21.5 x 25.5 cm / €11.50
From 8 onwards
11 available titles

John-Paul II, the Pope  
of Love and Peace
C. Astolfi & B. Strickler

Mother Teresa,  
the Kolkata’s Smile
C. Grossetête & C. Chion

Francis, the Poor Man  
of Assisi
J. Levivier & C. de Gastold

Bernadette, the Little Girl 
from Lourdes
S. Maraval-Hutin & A. Avril

First Steps of a Saint
A best-selling series where saints tell their life, starting from their 
childhood. The stories are highlighted by beautiful illustrations.

Hardcover / 48 pp / 23.5 x 26 cm / €17.50
From 6 to 10
6 available titles

Tell Us Chiara,  
Who Do You Believe In?
B. Delelis & E. Puybaret

Tell Us John-Paul II, 
Who Do You Believe In?
B. Delelis & E. Puybaret

New 
series

NEW 
EDITION

The Bible Story  
Told for Children 
By C. Raimbault, F. Campagnac,  
K.-M. Amiot & A. Avril
This beautifully illustrated Bible presents 
the whole sacred history, from the Old 
Testament to the Apocalypse, in the form 
of short stories. A precious gift for a first 
communion or a profession of faith. 

Hardcover / 240 pp / 16.5 x 21.5 cm / €24.90
From 8 to 12

NEW 
EDITION

NEW 
EDITION

NEW 
EDITION

NEW 
EDITION

NEW 
EDITION

Investigations in the Bible 
By S. de Mullenheim & A. Clermont
An original and playful introduction to 
the Bible and some of its main episodes 
(from Abraham to Paul’s journeys) through 
8 investigations with 150 riddles, puzzles 
and logical games.

Hardcover / 184 pp / 18 x 18 cm / €19.90
From 8 onwards

Treasures of My Communion
By S. de Mullenheim & Naomikado
Through 8 chapters, rich in stories, 
games and prayers, the readers will 
discover what happens during Mass,  
the mystery of the real presence of 
Christ in the Eucharist, the treasure  
of prayer, but also little stories. A playful 
gift for the first communion!

Hardcover / 184 pp / 18 x 18 cm / €19.90
From 8 onwards

NEW

Escape Game –  
Prisoner in Egypt 
By N. Masson, Y. Caudal & Sarujin
A thrilling adventure gamebook with 
puzzles and logical games, materials  
to cut out and enigmas... A fun way 
to learn about the extraordinary life 
of Joseph, a great figure from the Old 
Testament.

Softcover / 56 pp / 21 x 21 cm / €12.90
From 8 onwards

Temporary cover

NEW

The Glass-Maker’s Christmas  
& Other Tales 
By A. De Laforcade & M. Poizat
5 original Christian tales, beautifully 
illustrated, that bring happiness and 
deepness to Christmas, through stories 
taking place in different times and places, 
highlighting important Christian values.

Hardcover / 64 pp / 23 x 30 cm / €17.00
From 5 onwards

Jesus’ Life for Toddlers
By V. Aladjidi, C. Pellissier & L. Ahrweiller
A beautiful picture book telling the 
extraordinary life of Jesus to little ones, 
from his birth in a barn, his childhood with 
Mary and Joseph to his death.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 17.5 x 21 cm / €10.00
From 4 onwards

A Story, a Prayer and Go to Bed! 
By a Collective
A picture book offering 7 stories full of 
tenderness, with beautiful illustrations, 
and 7 simple prayers to read every night  
of the week. The perfect bedtime ritual!

Hardcover / 56 pp / 22.5 x 27 cm / €12.90
From 4 to 8

NEW

Like a Mustard Seed 
By B. Delelis & K. Longhi
A sweet picture book to discover, through 
the encounters of the two main characters, 
the great parables of Jesus, with simple 
words and children’s questions.  
A book to read to children as a first 
introduction to faith!

Hardcover / 56 pp / 23 x 30 cm / €13.90
From 5 onwardsTemporary cover

NEW

Wheat Seed – My First 
Catechism in Pictures 
By C. Pellissier & V. Aladjidi
Following the rhythm of the day of the 
little ones, this book presents with simple 
words and a great theological precision 
all the fundamentals of faith (God creator, 
forgiveness, the Bible, Sacraments, 
praise…).

Flexibound / 128 pp / 14 x 17 cm / €14.90
From 4 to 7

Temporary cover

NEW

Best-selling
series
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Keep Your Eyes Open 
By S. de Mullenheim & M. Gosselin
An illustrated series following the investigations of 4 children  
in their everyday life. Funny and touching illustrated novels.

Softcover / 176 pp / 14 x 21 cm / €10.00
From 8 onwards
3 available titles

He That Steal a Pin,  
Will Steal a Better Thing!

The Anonymous Letter 

Religious Books

The Catacombs’ Christians 
By S. de Mullenheim 
The thrilling adventures of three young Romans  
at the time of the Diocletianic persecution.

Softcover / 208 to 240 pp / 14 x 21 cm / €14.90
From 10 to 14
6 available titles

The Vestal Virgin’s 
Abduction 

The Secret of  
the Engraved Stone

The Parents’ Gospel
By C. Pellissier & V. Aladjidi
52 excerpts from the Gospel, especially 
chosen for parents to think about  
their role towards their children.  
Each quotation comes with a reflection 
for the couple and a prayer.

Softcover / 112 pp / 15.3 x 23 cm / €14.90

The Christian Parents’ Guide 
By O. De Fournas & C. Buu
An essential and comprehensive guide 
to raise children from 0 to 12, browsing 
through daily life: birth, awakening, 
siblings, school, work, health, faith  
and the religious practices…

Hardcover / 240 pp / 20 x 23 cm / €21.90

15 Extraordinary Saints 
By C. Grossetête, S. Son & N. Grall
15 portraits of Saints, from Saint Peter  
to Mother Teresa, to discover  
their childhood, lives, fun facts and pray  
with them. An original book mixing  
stories, comics, non-fiction information  
and prayers.

Hardcover / 96 pp / 23 x 27 cm / €16.90
From 8 onwards
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The Interior Castle
By J. Bouilloc & E. Puybaret
A spirituality book, fully illustrated by 
Eric Puybaret, following a young boy 
discovering his heart, symbolized by  
a castle with seven mansions. A bright 
text, inspired by Teresa of Avila’s work, 
to explain the power of prayer.

Hardcover / 72 pp / 13 x 18.5 cm / €12.90
From 8 onwards

In the Secret of My Heart –  
Lovely Prayers 
By K.-M. Amiot & M. Pertriaux
A beautiful book of little meditations 
and a guide on the child’s spiritual path, 
highlighted by delicate illustrations. 

Hardcover / 64 pp / 11 x 15 cm / €12.90
From 8 onwards

Prayers with Actions
Prayers with actions to help children memorize them easily  
and pray with all their family.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 16 x 16 cm / €9.90
From 3 onwards
2 available titles

Our Father & Other Prayers
K.-M. Amiot & M. Grandgirard

My First Prayers with Gestures
K.-M. Amiot & G. von S.

The Baby Missal 
By E. Lescoat 
A missal with delicate illustrations for the 
youngest ones to be familiarized with Mass.  
A must-have book to slip into the strollers!

Boardbook / 24 pp / 17.5 x 17.5 cm / €9.90
From 1 to 3

NEW 
EDITION

15 Christian Missionaries 
By G. Tertrais & A. Clermont 
An inspiring book, beautifully illustrated,  
to discover a selection of great  
missionary’s adventures carried out 
throughout the history of the Church.  
Stories to dream and to admire  
the courage and faith of 15 extraordinary 
characters.

Hardcover / 96 pp / 23 x 27 cm / €16.90
From 9 to 12

NEW

Close Your Eyes,  
Open Your Heart! 
By D. Pérot-Poussielgue
12 guided meditations, starting from 
an episode of the life of a saint, 
gradually inviting children to dive into 
the interiority and pray. A beautifully 
illustrated book to learn how to pray 
from the depths of the heart.

Hardcover / 64 pp / 20 x 24.5 cm / €17.50
From 4 to 7

NEW

Temporary cover

I Received Jesus
Perfect meaningful gift books, beautifully illustrated, for the First 
Communion. A series dedicated to the most important knowledge 
to understand Mass, pray and deepen their faith.

Hardcover / 48 to 64 pp / 14 x 17 cm / €8.90 to €12.50
From 7 onwards
12 available titles

Saint Joseph,  
Protect Our Family
S. du Mesnil & H. Zang

Seeking God with All Your 
Heart 
Br. F. Fontanié

NEW NEW

From Charlotte Where Are You, 
Elisabeth?

The Tsar’s Confident The Forgotten Will

Sisters Of Hope
By S. de Mullenheim
In 1883, Emily, aged 16, finds  
a bundle of letters from Charlotte 
of Hope, dating back to 1793. 
She decides to find out what 
happened to Charlotte and her 
sister, Elisabeth. A great historical 
and romantic series for Catholic 
girls!

Softcover / 264 to 312 pp /  
14 x 21 cm / €14.90
From 10 onwards
4 available titles

NEW 
EDITION

NEW 
EDITION

NEW 
EDITION

NEW 
EDITION

Best-selling
series
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